Asthma pharmacogenetics and the development of genetic profiles for personalized medicine
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Abstract: Human genetics research will be critical to the development of genetic profiles for personalized or precision medicine in asthma. Genetic profiles will consist of gene variants that predict individual disease susceptibility and risk for progression, predict which pharmacologic therapies will result in a maximal therapeutic benefit, and predict whether a therapy will result in an adverse response and should be avoided in a given individual. Pharmacogenetic studies of the glucocorticoid, leukotriene, and β2-adrenergic receptor pathways have focused on candidate genes within these pathways and, in addition to a small number of genome-wide association studies, have identified genetic loci associated with therapeutic responsiveness. This review summarizes these pharmacogenetic discoveries and the future of genetic profiles for personalized medicine in asthma. The benefit of a personalized, tailored approach to health care delivery is needed in the development of expensive biologic drugs directed at a specific biologic pathway. Prior pharmacogenetic discoveries, in combination with additional variants identified in future studies, will form the basis for future genetic profiles for personalized tailored approaches to maximize therapeutic benefit for an individual asthmatic while minimizing the risk for adverse events.
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Introduction

Asthma is a common, inflammatory airways disease that impacts more than 300 million people worldwide. There are multiple therapies available, which target different biologic pathways for the management of asthma, including leukotriene modifiers, glucocorticoids, inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), β2-adrenergic receptor agonists and anticholinergics, theophylline, cromones, and monoclonal antibodies to immunoglobulin E. Despite treatment with a combination of these therapies, a subgroup of refractory asthmatics will experience poor symptom control and exacerbations.1,2 In addition, specific therapies have been associated with adverse and sometimes life-threatening responses. These therapies target biologic pathways consisting of multiple candidate genes with variation that may alter the therapeutic response, thus providing the basis for development of genetic biomarker panels or genetic profiles for personalized or precision medicine.3–5

Genetic studies of asthma susceptibility, severity, and responsiveness to different pharmacologic therapies have been published, are ongoing, and will lead the way to development of genetic profiles. The ideal genetic profiles will consist of gene variants that identify individual disease susceptibility and risk for progression to more severe...
disease, predict which pharmacologic therapies will result in a maximal therapeutic benefit, or predict whether a therapy will result in an adverse response and should be avoided in a given individual. Genetic studies evaluating the effect of gene variants on beneficial or adverse responses to pharmacologic therapies are referred to as pharmacogenetic studies.

**Pharmacogenomics and genetic profiles for personalized medicine**

Pharmacogenetics is an important focus of asthma genetics research that evaluates a gene-by-environment interaction where environment is the exposure to a pharmacologic therapy and the outcome of interest is phenotype alteration in response to the therapy (which may include adverse effect phenotypes, Figure 1). The heritability of pharmacologic responses was initially observed in twin-based studies and clinical trials showing that intraindividual (within the same individual) responses to particular therapies vary much less than interindividual (between different individuals) responsiveness. Pharmacogenetic studies of the glucocorticoid, leukotriene, and β2-adrenergic receptor pathways have primarily focused on candidate genes within these pathways and have identified genetic loci associated with therapeutic responsiveness in asthma (Tables 1–3).

Most asthma pharmacogenetic studies evaluate pharmacodynamic endpoints such as lung function, symptom severity, and asthma exacerbation frequency. These predetermined trial endpoints are usually analyzed for genetic associations after completion of a clinical trial; however, a minority of studies use a prospective, genotype-stratified approach where DNA is collected and genotyped for a variant of interest before trial recruitment and forms the basis for randomization to drug or placebo. A prospective genotype-stratified approach had the advantage of being able to ensure sufficient statistical power to analyze less common variants in a population since recruitment is based on a risk gene variant. In contrast, large clinical trial cohorts with DNA collection have allowed for genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and other novel methodologies that have taken advantage of high-throughput genome-wide scanning methods to identify novel pharmacogenetic loci.

Pharmacogenetic loci identified through biologic candidate gene studies and GWAS likely interact with each other and interact with other as yet unidentified gene variants to influence therapeutic responsiveness to different pharmacologic agents and the risk for adverse responses. The interaction between different gene variants in determining phenotypic variability in asthma is consistent with multi-gene models showing that an increased number of lung function gene variants has been associated with an increased frequency of severe asthma and lung function abnormalities. These gene variants in combination with additional variants yet to be identified will form the basis of genetic profiles for personalized or precision medicine in asthma, a complex disease with multiple genetic and environmental factors. Predictive genetic profiles for personalized therapeutic interventions are becoming a reality in the management of lung cancer (an acquired somatic genetic disease) and cystic fibrosis (an autosomal recessive genetic disease), but are not yet applicable to asthma management.

In this review, we summarize prior pharmacogenetic discoveries of common genetic variants identified in candidate gene studies and in a small number of GWAS. We also discuss the issue of lost heritability or missing genetic factors not yet accounted for by prior studies. This is being addressed through targeted analyses of gene–gene interactions, the role of rare variants, ancestry-based genetic studies, and identification of novel candidate genes through gene expression studies. While much of our discussion is aimed at biologic pathways targeted by commonly used asthma therapies, we also summarize how pharmacogenetic research has identified genes that could impact response to biologic therapies currently under development that target specific biologic pathways.

**Glucocorticoid pathway**

Glucocorticoids are the most commonly used and most effective first-line therapy for the management of asthma and can be administered as an oral or injectable systemic therapy during an exacerbation or as a chronic controller therapy with ICS. The majority of asthmatics show improvements
in lung function in response to ICS therapy; however, there is a small subset that shows minimal or negative lung function responsiveness. These individuals with lack of responsiveness to ICS are classified as steroid-resistant or refractory, and continue to be symptomatic or experience asthma exacerbations on optimal ICS therapy (after noncompliance is eliminated).1,2

Glucocorticoids target a biologic pathway consisting of biosynthetic hormones that bind and activate a cytosolic chaperone-receptor heterocomplex in the cytosol which translocates into the nucleus to repress the transcription of proinflammatory genes and enhance the transcription of anti-inflammatory genes. Pharmacogenetic studies of the glucocorticoid pathway were initially based on biologic candidate genes encoding the glucocorticoid biosynthetic pathway, the receptor heterocomplex, and chaperone proteins (Table 1). A biologic candidate gene study of the corticotropin-releasing hormone gene (CRHR1) in 1,117 asthmatics randomized to ICS therapy from three clinical trial cohorts identified two CRHR1 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, denoted by a reference sequence [rs] number or the coding change when applicable) associated with lung function response.1,2 A subsequent candidate gene study of one of these cohorts evaluating the different genes encoding the glucocorticoid heterocomplex also identified three SNPs within the heat shock organizing protein gene (STIP1) also associated with lung function response during ICS therapy.18

The glucocorticoid pathway interacts with other biologic pathways showing gene variation which influences the response to ICS monotherapy or when an ICS is administered with a short-acting beta agonist (SABA) or a long-acting beta agonist (LABA). Adenylyl cyclase type 9 is an enzyme within the canonical β2-adrenergic receptor pathway encoded by ADCY9, a gene with a nonsynonymous or coding SNP, Met772Ile (rs2230739), associated with bronchodilator response to a SABA, albuterol, only in subjects treated with an ICS from the Childhood Asthma Management Program (CAMP) cohort.19 This gene pathway interaction was replicated in an independent Korean trial cohort treated with a LABA, formoterol, in combination with an ICS.20 Another candidate gene for ICS response outside of the glucocorticoid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Pharmacogenetic candidate genes for inhaled glucocorticoid response in asthma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug class</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gene</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhaled glucocorticoids (fluticasone, budesonide, flunisolide, triamcinolone)</td>
<td>CRHR1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STIP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBX2I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GLCCI1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADCY9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CYP3A4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Biological candidate genes are summarized by associated genetic loci (rs number and coding change, if relevant), study design, and response phenotype for which a pharmacogenetic association has been described. Reproduced from Ortega VE and Wechsler ME. *Curr Opin Allergy Clin Immunol.* 2013;13(4):399–409. Promotional and commercial use of the material in print, digital or mobile device format is prohibited without the permission from the publisher Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Please contact journals.permissions@lww.com for further information.16

**Abbreviations:** FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; GWAS, genome-wide association studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Pharmacogenetic candidate genes for leukotriene modifier response in asthma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug classes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gene</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukotriene receptor modifiers: S-lipoxygenase inhibitors (ABT-761 and zileuton)</td>
<td>ALOX5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTC4S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteinyl leukotriene antagonists (montelukast)</td>
<td>ALOX5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTC4S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTA4H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLC02B1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Biologic candidate genes are summarized by associated genetic loci (rs number and coding change, if relevant), study design, and response phenotype for which a pharmacogenetic association has been described. Reproduced from Ortega VE and Wechsler ME. *Curr Opin Allergy Clin Immunol.* 2013;13(4):399–409. Promotional and commercial use of the material in print, digital or mobile device format is prohibited without the permission from the publisher Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Please contact journals.permissions@lww.com for further information.16

**Abbreviation:** FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second.
### Table 3 Pharmacogenetic candidate genes for \( \beta_2 \)-adrenergic receptor response in asthma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \beta_2 )-adrenergic receptor agonists drug classes</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Associated loci</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Response phenotype</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-acting beta agonists (albuterol)</td>
<td>CRHR2</td>
<td>rs7793837</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>58,64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADCY9</td>
<td>rs2230739 (Ile^{Thr}_Met)</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>19,64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADRB2</td>
<td>rs1042713 (Gly^{Thr}_Arg)</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>48,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long-term PEFR response</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARGI</td>
<td>rs2781659, rs2781667</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Long-term FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARG2</td>
<td>rs7140310, rs10483801</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOS3</td>
<td>rs1799983 (Asp^{Thr}_Glu)</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THRB</td>
<td>rs892940</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLC24A4</td>
<td>rs77441273 (Arg^{Thr}_Gln)</td>
<td>GWAS</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLC22A15</td>
<td>rs1281748, rs1281743</td>
<td>Admixture mapping</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPATS2L</td>
<td>rs295137</td>
<td>GWAS</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADRB2</td>
<td>rs1800888 (Thr^{Thr}_Ile})</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Long-term FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-376 insertion-deletion</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long-term PEFR response</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>No effect on PEFR response</td>
<td>50,53,54,87,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bronchoprotection</td>
<td>53,89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference for montelukast or LABA as add-on to ICS</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-acting beta agonists (salmeterol and formoterol)</td>
<td>ADCY9</td>
<td>rs2230739 (Met^{Thr}_Ile)</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Long-term FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADRB2</td>
<td>rs1042713 (Gly^{Thr}_Arg)</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Acute FEV_1, bronchodilation</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long-term PEFR response</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>No effect on PEFR response</td>
<td>50,53,54,87,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bronchoprotection</td>
<td>53,89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Genotype-stratified</td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference for montelukast or LABA as add-on to ICS</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADRB2</td>
<td>rs1800888 (Thr^{Thr}_Ile})</td>
<td>Candidate gene study</td>
<td>Exacerbation requiring hospitalization</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Biologic candidate genes are summarized by drug class, associated genetic loci (rs number and coding change, if relevant), study design, and response phenotype for which a pharmacogenetic association has been described. Reproduced from Ortega VE and Wechsler ME. Curr Opin Allergy Clin Immunol. 2013;13(4):399–409. Promotional and commercial use of the material in print, digital or mobile device format is prohibited without the permission from the publisher Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Please contact journalpermissions@lww.com for further information.}

**Abbreviations:** FEV\_1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; GWAS, genome-wide association studies; ICS, inhaled corticosteroids; LABA, long-acting beta agonist; PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate.

The \( \beta_2 \)-adrenergic receptor response in asthma pathology encodes for the T-box expressed in T-cell transcription pathway, which regulates naïve T-lymphocyte development (TBX21) and contains a coding SNP, His^{33}\_Glu (rs2240017), and was associated with improvements in bronchial hyperresponsiveness or bronchoprotection during ICS treatment in the CAMP cohort and replicated in an independent Korean cohort.\(^{21,22}\) A preliminary candidate gene study of CYP3A4, CYP3A5, and CYP3A7 in 413 ICS-treated asthmatic children identified a specific CYP3A4 genotype in 20 children associated with improved asthma symptom control, suggesting that loci important for ICS metabolism (pharmacokinetics) might also serve as biomarkers for therapeutic responsiveness.\(^{23}\)

High-throughput genotyping techniques using chip technologies for GWAS have facilitated comprehensive assessment of gene variation for pharmacogenetic studies in asthma cohorts. In GWAS, 500,000 to more than one million SNPs are genotyped to scan the genome in large clinical trial populations. While the number of GWAS in asthma pharmacogenetics is small, the studies performed to date have identified novel pharmacogenetic loci for ICS response.

The first GWAS for ICS treatment response was performed in the CAMP cohort (and studied further in 935 asthmatics from four clinical trial cohorts) and identified a promoter SNP in the glucocorticoid-induced transcript-1 gene (rs37973 in GLCCI1) associated with change in lung function during ICS treatment. In vitro, a coinherited promoter variant (rs37973) was transcribed into cells and resulted in decreased gene expression.\(^{24}\)

This initial asthma pharmacogenetic GWAS was performed in a cohort consisting primarily of children with fewer years of corticosteroid exposure compared with adults, which may, in part, explain why this association was not replicated in a larger clinical trial cohort consisting of adult asthmatics.\(^{25}\) Another GWAS of 408 asthma subjects from the CAMP and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Childhood Asthma Research and Education trial cohorts also identified SNPs in the T gene (rs3127412 and rs6456042) associated with the lung function response to ICS treatment, which was replicated in an additional 407 ICS-treated asthma subjects.\(^{26}\) GLCCI1 is important for the regulation of apoptosis in response to glucocorticoids, and in combination with other novel loci identified through GWAS, such as the T gene, is an example of novel genetic biomarkers for future genetic profiles.

Biologic candidate gene studies and GWAS have been important in demonstrating that multiple gene variants from interacting pathways influence responsiveness to ICS therapy (Table 1); however, pharmacogenetic loci such as GLCCI1 have accounted for no more than 6.6% of the observed variability in responsiveness to ICS. Thus, additional genetic
or other factors in some study cohorts likely account for the variability in ICS responsiveness unaccounted for in current studies. These may be additional gene variants with gene–gene interactions, potentially rare variants not identifiable with GWAS, which in combination determine ICS response.

The potential for multiple loci determining therapeutic responsiveness to ICS is an important rationale for the continued identification of novel loci with additional studies in larger ICS-treated trial cohorts for the development of genetic profiles for personalized approaches. ICS therapy is usually given in combination with other pharmacologic therapies that target additional, potentially interacting pathways; therefore, it is critical to identify biomarkers of responsiveness to these other therapies, which include leukotriene modifiers and inhaled beta agonists.

Cysteinyl leukotriene pathway

While not as therapeutically effective as ICS, leukotriene-modifying drugs are a commonly used adjunct treatment for the management of persistent asthma and are available as two classes of therapies, ie, 5-lipoxygenase (5-LO) inhibitors and cysteinyl leukotriene receptor 1 antagonists. The cysteinyl leukotriene genetic pathway is initiated and limited by 5-LO (encoded by ALOX5) followed by a cascade of enzymes that synthesize different leukotrienes (leukotriene A4 [LTA4] and cysteinyl leukotriene receptors 1 (CYSLTR1) and CYSLTR2). There have been few replicated pharmacogenetic candidate gene studies for leukotriene modifiers in asthma, primarily due to the small sample sizes; however, these studies are informative and demonstrate that the variability in therapeutic responsiveness to these therapies is at least partially determined by gene variation (Table 2). The first of these studies evaluated a tandem repeat polymorphism in the regulatory promoter region of ALOX5 and showed that this promoter variant was associated with lung function response in 114 asthmatics treated with a 5-LO inhibitor, ABT-761.27

Subsequent larger candidate gene studies have shown that the ALOX5 promoter variant and additional ALOX5 SNPs may also influence the response to the leukotriene receptor antagonist, montelukast.28–31 In addition, variants in LTC4S and MRP1 have been associated with lung function response to another 5-LO inhibitor (zileuton) and montelukast.30,31 These leukotriene pathway candidate gene studies also included SNPs in additional genes, such as LTA4H and CYSLTR1, and have shown conflicting findings likely related to sample sizes (n=61 to n=577) underpowered to consistently detect and replicate pharmacogenetic associations.30,31

In a recent genetic study of the ALOX5 promoter variant in 270 asthmatic children (including 103 non-Hispanic whites and 135 African Americans), homozygotes for the less common repeat alleles (three, four, or six tandem repeats) had a higher urinary concentration of leukotriene E4, consistent with increased leukotriene biosynthesis, and were more likely to be treated with montelukast for asthma control and have lower baseline lung function compared with asthmatics having the more common “wild-type” repeat allele (five tandem repeats). Most importantly, 86% of these minor risk alleles were from African American subjects, suggesting that genetic variation from an African ancestry may influence asthma severity and responsiveness to therapies targeting the leukotriene pathway.32

The variability in responsiveness to leukotriene modifying drugs could relate to interindividual differences in bioavailability influenced by a variant that alters drug pharmacokinetics. The interindividual variability of plasma montelukast levels has been shown to be influenced, at least in part, by carrier-mediated transport in the intestines through an organic anion transporter encoded by the solute carrier organic anion transporter family member 2B1 gene (SLCO2B1). A coding variant in SLCO2B1 (Arg312Gln, rs12422149) was associated with plasma montelukast levels and symptom control during montelukast therapy in a small clinical trial cohort of 80 subjects from different ethnic groups.33 Subsequent smaller studies in controls (n=20 to n=33) were unable to replicate the pharmacokinetic effects of the SLCO2B1 locus on plasma montelukast levels.34,35 Other genes known to be important for the metabolism of 5-LO inhibitors and cysteinyl leukotriene receptor 1 antagonists, such as genes encoding the cytochrome P450 system, have yet to be evaluated.

Pharmacogenetic studies of the leukotriene pathway demonstrate the challenges of performing candidate gene studies in cohorts from clinical trials that were not designed or powered for genetic studies representative of different ethnic groups with varying backgrounds. These studies also show that pharmacokinetic loci could serve as genetic biomarkers for therapeutic responsiveness, including the locus SLCO2B1 which has yet to be replicated in an appropriately powered study cohort (Table 2). Irrespective of these challenges, these studies have identified different loci throughout the cysteinyl leukotriene biosynthetic and receptor pathway that could constitute genetic profiles for personalized therapeutic
strategies suited for the small subset of asthma subjects who preferentially respond to these agents compared with ICS therapy.16

**β₂-adrenergic receptor pathway**

Inhaled beta agonists are among the oldest and most commonly prescribed therapies for airways diseases such as asthma and are available in three drug classes: SABA (isoproterenol, fenoterol, levalbuterol, and albuterol or salbutamol), LABA (salmeterol and formoterol), and ultra-long-acting beta agonists (vilanterol and indacaterol). Beta agonists bind the β₂-adrenergic receptor to activate a G-protein coupled receptor pathway including adenylyl cyclase type 9 and regulate the production of cyclic AMP and smooth muscle relaxation. These agents have been associated with uncommon asthma-related, life-threatening events since the 1960s and have become the center of a beta agonist controversy that persists today.

Asthma mortality epidemics were associated with a high-dose preparation of a SABA, isoproterenol, in the 1960s, and a potent, less selective SABA, fenoterol, in the 1970s.36–40 These mortality epidemics subsided with the withdrawal of these therapies from the international market. However, a surveillance study in the UK in 1993 followed by SMART (the Salmeterol Asthma Multicenter Research Trial) in the USA in 2005 suggested that LABA treatment could result in a small increase in asthma-related, life-threatening exacerbations or death in asthmatics treated with salmeterol.45–47 The findings of SMART and subsequent meta-analyses weighed heavily on the SMART cohort formed the basis of a review by the US Food and Drug Administration in 2005 resulting in a public health advisory panel and a boxed warning for all LABAs and LABA-containing combination preparations.41

Subsequent studies have shown that LABA and ICS combination therapy has beneficial effects on asthma control and risk of exacerbations, suggesting that these drugs are safe in the vast majority of asthmatics and that life-threatening adverse responses are likely rare, occurring in a small at-risk subgroup.42,43 However, the most recent US Food and Drug Administration advisory panel in 2010 issued a more detailed boxed warning for LABA-containing preparations and mandated an international LABA safety study in 46,800 asthmatics which is currently underway.41,44 The risk for rare, severe adverse responses to LABA therapy provides a rationale for pharmacogenetic studies to discover genetic biomarkers that could identify the genetic profile of individual asthmatics susceptible to adverse effects. These studies have focused on biologic candidate genes within the β₂-adrenergic receptor and nitric oxide synthesis pathways (Table 3).

The most studied pharmacogenetic locus for beta agonist response is the β₂-adrenergic receptor gene (ADRB2), the receptor target for beta agonist therapy. ADRB2 is intronless, yet a polymorphic gene with more than 49 different genetic variants in the multi-ethnic asthma cohorts evaluated to date.45–47 Of these, the most intensively studied is a common coding variant at amino acid position 16, Gly16Arg, which has been associated with altered receptor downregulation in vitro. Early pharmacogenetic studies of ADRB2 demonstrated that Arg16 homozygotes had a greater acute response to SABA bronchodilation compared with Gly16 homozygotes, which has been confirmed in additional asthma populations.48,49

Subsequent pharmacogenetic studies of two independent clinical trial cohorts (on long-term lung function response to regular albuterol treatment) showed that Arg16 homozygotes experienced a decline in peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR), while PEFR remained unchanged in Gly16 homozygotes, prompting one of the first prospective genotype-stratified studies of Gly16Arg genotypes by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Asthma Clinical Research Network, ie, BARGE (Beta Agonist Response by Genotype).9,50,51 The genotype-stratified design of the BARGE trial ensured that a sufficient number of the less frequent Arg16 homozygotes were randomized to regular albuterol or placebo in this cross-over study (rescue inhaler use was primarily limited to ipratropium to minimize beta agonist exposure). In the BARGE trial, Gly16 homozygotes experienced an increase in PEFR and an improvement in asthma symptom scores and rescue inhaler use during regular albuterol therapy (Figure 2). In contrast, PEFR did not change in Arg16 homozygotes who experienced a deterioration in symptoms and increased rescue inhaler use during regular albuterol treatment (Figure 2).9

The contrasting effects of the Gly16Arg locus during acute versus long-term SABA therapy could be related to receptor kinetics or inflammatory effects, but do not apply to current asthma treatment guidelines which recommend SABA as a rescue therapy only. Despite this guideline-based recommendation, the practice of regular SABA treatment is still utilized in areas of the world where asthma controller therapies such as LABA and ICS combination preparations are not readily available.12 Pharmacogenetic studies9,48,49,50,51 of the Gly16Arg locus and SABA exposure provided a rationale for studies43,54 of the ADRB2 locus in LABA-treated trial cohorts.
An early pharmacogenetic study of small subgroups from two Asthma Clinical Research Network clinical trials showed that Arg16 homozygotes experienced a decline in PEFR and a deterioration of symptoms during LABA therapy. This adverse response among Arg16 homozygotes was not identified in a pharmacogenetic study of a cross-over trial of SABA and LABA treatment, nor was it confirmed in subsequent studies of an additional three clinical trial cohorts, including a substantially larger cohort of nearly 2,000 asthmatics. In addition, two subsequent prospective, genotype-stratified clinical trials were not able to identify significant differences in PEFR responsiveness to LABA therapy between Gly16 Arg genotypes.53,54

A common ADRB2 variant, such as Gly16Arg, has an allele frequency of 40%–50% in ethnic groups from the USA; however, other racial groups may have a higher frequency of the Arg16 allele, including Asian populations. Thus, Gly16Arg likely has a small effect on LABA responsiveness and it is more likely that a rare variant with a strong biologic effect could account for the uncommon, severe adverse responses observed in less than 1% of the subjects randomized to LABA in the SMART cohort (Figure 3). Resequencing of ADRB2 in multi-ethnic asthma populations has identified different rare variants with a frequency of less than 5%, most of which were unique to a particular ethnic group.45,46 For instance, Thr164Ile is a rare coding variant, more common in non-Hispanic whites, while a 24-base-pair promoter insertion variant at nucleotide position -376 relative to the start codon (ie, -376 In-Del) was only identified in African Americans and Puerto Ricans.45,47

Thr164Ile is located within the fourth transmembrane domain of the receptor and results in a marked reduction in G-protein signaling and ligand binding affinity in response to different SABAs and LABAs in vitro.55,56 The Ile164 variant also impairs binding of salmeterol to the receptor’s “salmeterol exosite”.56 In nearly 60,000 subjects from two Copenhagen-based general population studies that included a subgroup of 1,300 self-reported asthmatics, this rare variant was also associated with impaired baseline lung function and risk of airflow obstruction.57

In a recent pharmacogenetic study of rare ADRB2 variants, the rare Thr164Ile and -376 In-Del variants were associated with asthma-related hospitalization in the past year in non-Hispanic white and African American asthmatics treated with a LABA, respectively (Figure 4A and B). Each rare ADRB2 variant was

![Figure 2 ACRN Beta Agonist Response by Genotype (BARGe) trial.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Notes:** In the BARGe trial, Arg+ homozygotes experienced no change in PEFR during albuterol treatment while Gly homozygotes experienced an improvement in PEFR during regular albuterol therapy. In addition, Arg+ homozygotes experienced an improvement in PEFR during placebo treatment. Reprinted from The Lancet. 2004;364(9444), Israel E, Chinchilli VM, Ford JG, et al. Use of regularly scheduled albuterol treatment in asthma: genotype-stratified, randomised, placebo-controlled cross-over trial. 1505–1512. Copyright © 2004, with permission from Elsevier.

**Abbreviations:** ACRN, Asthma Clinical Research Network; PEFR, peak expiratory flow rate.

![Figure 3 Impact of genetic variants in human disease.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Notes:** Multiple common genetic variants with small to modest effect sizes contribute to common disease susceptibility and therapeutic responsiveness in an additive fashion. Genome-wide association studies have identified common variants associated with risk for asthma, response to short-acting beta agonists, and response to inhaled corticosteroids. In contrast, rare genetic variants contribute to susceptibility for common diseases and, potentially, response to pharmacologic therapies with a large effect size. Adapted from Tsuji S. Genetics of neurodegenerative diseases: insights from high-throughput resequencing. Hum Mol Genet. 2010;19(R1):R65–R70.
also associated with asthma-related urgent outpatient visits and a requirement for regular systemic glucocorticoid use in LABA-treated subjects from each ethnic group. This increased risk of severe exacerbations and poor symptom control was only observed in LABA-treated asthmatic subjects in each ethnic group, suggesting a gene-by-environment interaction for these two rare ADRB2 variants (Figure 4A and B). These rare variants are an example of the importance of considering different rare variants unique to different ethnic groups in pharmacogenetic studies. Thus, rare variants such as those in ADRB2 are potential biomarkers for more personalized, precise, guideline-based treatment strategies in the small subgroup of asthmatics with altered responsiveness to LABA and ICS combination therapy.

Biologic candidate gene studies of beta agonist response have also included genes within the G-protein coupled β2-adrenergic receptor pathway. ADCY9, a canonical receptor pathway gene, has a coding variant, Ile772Met, associated with acute bronchodilation in response to SABA in ICS-treated asthmatics in the CAMP study and lung function response to a LABA and ICS treatment in a Korean asthma population. The corticotropin-releasing hormone receptor-2 is a G-coupled protein receptor that regulates relaxation of smooth muscle via activation of adenylyl cyclase and protein kinase A encoded by CRHR2. Five SNPs in CRHR2 have been associated with an acute SABA bronchodilator response in three independent cohorts.

Recent studies have also shown that rare variants adjacent to ADCY9 and CRHR2 are associated with albuterol bronchodilator response in Puerto Rican and Mexican asthma subjects from the GALA (Genetics in Latino Americans) cohort. These findings suggest that gene variation within a G-protein coupled receptor pathway influence bronchodilator response to SABAs; however, studies need to be performed in clinical trial cohorts treated with a LABA.

Arginase-1 and arginase-2 metabolize L-arginine, a natural substrate for nitric oxide synthase, to generate nitric oxide, which is an endogenous bronchodilator. The genes that code for these enzymes (ARG1 and ARG2) have been the focus of biologic candidate genes within the nitric oxide biosynthetic pathway. Different ARG1 variants were associated with acute SABA bronchodilator response in asthmatics from CAMP and have been replicated in independent asthma trial cohorts, while ARG2 SNPs have also been associated with SABA response in a Dutch asthma cohort. In addition, a coding variant in the endothelial nitric oxide synthase gene (Asp298Glu in NOS3) was associated with lung function response to LABA and ICS combination therapy in a small study of 81 asthmatic children.

Variation within pathway-related genes may interact with each other or with other pathways to predict responsiveness to beta agonists in the context of a genetic profile. Genome-wide approaches have the potential to identify novel interacting loci.
A GWAS was performed in 1,644 non-Hispanic white asthmatics from six different clinical trial cohorts and identified a promoter SNP in SPATS2L (rs295137) associated with an acute albuterol bronchodilator response. In human airway smooth muscle cells, miRNA knockdown of SPATS2L resulted in increased β2-adrenergic receptor expression, confirming its role in this therapeutic receptor pathway.64 A recent GWAS of 403 non-Hispanic whites from CAMP with two-tiered replication in four asthma cohorts identified an intergenic SNP (rs11252394) on chromosome 10p15 associated with SABA response. This SNP was adjacent to potential biologic candidate genes, such as that encoding for protein kinase C (PRKCG); however, more detailed genotyping (ie, fine mapping) of this genomic region and replication will be necessary to evaluate whether this SNP is coinherited with a functional variant.65

**Pharmacogenetic studies and biologic drug development**

The development of novel biologic therapies targeting different biologic pathways in asthma is currently in progress and holds the promise of advancing personalized medicine. The interleukin (IL)-4 and IL-13 pathway mediates Th2 lymphocyte-mediated allergic inflammation by binding and activating a common subunit of the IL-4 receptor, the IL-4α receptor subunit. In recent clinical trials, a molecular inhibitor of the IL-4α receptor subunit, pitrakinra, and a monoclonal antibody, dupilumab, have been shown to be effective in preventing loss of symptom control in asthma subpopulations characterized by increased blood or sputum eosinophils. Both biologic drugs block the IL-4α receptor subunit (encoded by IL4RA), resulting in dual inhibition of a shared IL-4 and IL-13 proinflammatory pathway.66,67

In a dose-ranging study of pitrakinra, the primary endpoint of a study-defined exacerbation was significantly reduced, with a significant dose-response in asthmatics with a specific IL4RA variant genotype (GG of rs8832, nearly one-third of the cohort) while no dose response was observed in subjects with the remaining genotypes (AG or AA at rs8832).67 The overall findings of the pitrakinra clinical trial were negative; however, the study did not recruit based on markers for eosinophilic inflammation or IL4RA genotype. Most importantly, this clinical trial was an example of how a pharmacogenetic biomarker can identify a subgroup of responders embedded within an overall cohort which was unresponsive to a biologic drug. Targeted biologic therapies for asthma will inevitably be expensive and should only be provided to a subgroup with definitive biomarker evidence of responsiveness, possibly based on a pharmacogenetic parameter.

**Novel pharmacogenetic approaches**

One of the most important challenges of pharmacogenetics research in asthma is that therapeutic responsiveness in a complex disease of multiple genetic and environmental factors is likely influenced by a large number of different pharmacogenetic loci in interacting pathways. This challenge has become evident as different pharmacogenetic studies24,66 have made discoveries that only account for a small proportion of the variability in drug responsiveness or have been difficult to replicate in independent study cohorts. For many candidate gene studies, inconsistencies in replication of biologic candidate genes may have been due to underpowered sample sizes, or differences in genetic ancestry or population structure between study cohorts that alter the frequency of associated variants, gene–gene interactions, and environmental factors.68 An important factor that could influence therapeutic responsiveness in asthma includes gene variation, which varies in frequency between different ancestral populations, such as low-frequency or rare variants, and could be unique pharmacogenetic loci for an individual racial or ethnic group.

Whole-genome sequencing data from the 1,000 Genomes Project Consortium recently identified an enrichment of rare variants, and found that individual genomes from an African ancestry had a three times greater frequency of rare variants compared with other ancestries.69 The allele frequencies of variants throughout the genome, particularly less common or rare variants, vary in frequency between different ethnic or racial groups, and thus could potentially be identified as pharmacogenetic loci using mapping by admixture linkage or admixture mapping.68 Admixture mapping takes advantage of the variable allele frequencies of SNPs between recently admixed ethnic groups to test for associations between ancestral estimates at a particular SNP with a phenotype such as drug response. Admixture mapping has recently been used in conjunction with GWAS in 1,782 Puerto Rican and Mexican children from the GALA cohort to identify novel rare variants within two solute carrier genes associated with a SABA bronchodilator response.59 It will be important to consider rare variants in future pharmacogenetic studies since these variants are being increasingly recognized as loci that may influence therapeutic responsiveness and contribute to more individualized precise predictions for personalized approaches.58

Additional factors that could influence therapeutic responsiveness in asthma include interactions between
variants from different genes (gene–gene interactions) and gene–environment interactions. Coincident polymorphisms in different genes or within the same gene as a haplotype can result in interactions that magnify or diminish pharmacogenetic effects. In Puerto Ricans with asthma, the Gly^16^Arg variant in ADRB2 has been shown to interact with variation in S-nitrosoglutathione reductase to additively influence the bronchodilator response to albuterol. Gene–gene interactions are fundamental to the development of genetic profiles for personalized therapeutic approaches because the required panels of genetic biomarkers will likely encompass variants from different genes which interact additively in a more complex manner to influence therapeutic responsiveness. Systems biology approaches can take advantage of large datasets from whole-genome genotyping to identify novel pharmacogenetic gene–gene interactions. For instance, such an approach identified novel gene–gene interactions in 308 non-Hispanic white asthmatics from CAMP, which consisted of a network of 15 SNPs within 15 different genes that predicted SABA bronchodilation more accurately than each individual locus.

In vitro studies have also identified novel pharmacogenetic loci that interact with known therapeutic pathways through differential gene expression. For instance, the thyroid hormone receptor-β gene (THRB) was found to be differentially expressed in response to beta agonist exposure in vitro and contained a promoter SNP associated with SABA bronchodilator response in asthmatics from CAMP and three clinical trial cohorts. In addition to regulatory genetic variants (SNPs), epigenetic modifications (ie, DNA methylation) regulate gene expression in response to environmental exposures and have been implicated in asthma susceptibility and severity in a small number of studies. The promoter region of ADRB2 has been shown to undergo differential methylation that was associated with asthma severity in small pediatric cohorts; however, there is a paucity of pharmacogenetic studies evaluating epigenetic variation in asthma.

**Pharmacogenetic discoveries and development of genetic profiles**

Personalized medicine is a new model of health care that delivers preventative or therapeutic options based on the unique characteristics of an individual patient. This review has focused on genetic biomarkers from pharmacogenetic studies predictive of therapeutic responsiveness to commonly used pharmacologic therapies; however, demographic, environmental, or inflammatory biomarkers from peripheral blood and airway samples could also provide information about responsive subgroups. Therefore, we have also focused on how pharmacogenetic research has identified different biomarkers for genetic profiles that could be used to tailor therapy for an individual asthmatic, but genetic loci for asthma susceptibility or risk variants could also be used to decide which unaffected individuals would benefit from preventative intervention.

The ideal pharmacogenetic profile for personalized precision medicine will likely consist of a few key features. First, the ideal genetic profile would include a panel of common and rare variants predictive of therapeutic responsiveness to different treatment options based on an individual’s ancestral background. Genetic tests or panels have been developed for both rare and common diseases; however, the most predictive biomarkers for therapeutic response in asthma have been based on single variants. Since therapeutic responsiveness in asthma likely results from multiple genes and gene–gene interactions, these single-variant biomarkers have had low predictive accuracy. Thus, genetic profile panels with multiple associated variants should be developed, validated in new cohorts, and updated as new pharmacogenetic discoveries emerge.

The existing catalog of genetic variation has continued to expand as the costs associated with whole-genome genotyping and next-generation sequencing have come down. For instance, large-scale whole-exome and whole-genome sequencing projects such as the National Institutes of Health National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute GO Exome Sequencing Program, the 1,000 Genomes Project, and the Consortium on Asthma in African Ancestry Populations have resulted in an expanding database of common and rare genetic variants for future pharmacogenetic studies in different racial and ethnic groups.

Second, pharmacogenetic profiles of the future will contain gene variants predictive of alternative phenotypes representing adverse responses, which may vary between individuals from different ancestral backgrounds. These genetic biomarkers would prevent adverse events that could be life-threatening. Detailed sequencing of ADRB2 in multi-ethnic asthma populations identified a gene-by-environment interaction for two different rare ADRB2 variants and the risk for hospitalization during LABA treatment in two different ethnic groups. These rare variant effects on adverse LABA responses requires replication in a large trial cohort, such as the LABA-mandated safety study cohort of 46,800 asthma subjects, but emphasize the impact of detailed sequencing in populations from different ancestral backgrounds to identify
uncommon pharmacogenetic loci with a strong impact on drug response.\textsuperscript{54,46} In the management of severe asthmatics who remain symptomatic despite multiple therapies, these rare variants are an example of a potential biomarker that could determine whether discontinuation of the LABA would have beneficial effects on symptom control or whether an alternative therapy such as a long-acting muscarinic drug or a biologic drug may be the most efficacious treatment option.

Third, the ideal pharmacogenetic profile should account for gene–gene interactions in different therapeutic biologic pathways, particularly in the setting of combination therapy with different pharmacologic therapies such as LABA and ICS. Such a panel would be predictive of the best initial course of therapy but also predict the most efficacious adjunctive therapeutic option for an individual asthmatic receiving a first-line therapy such as an ICS. For instance, when a LABA and ICS are used in combination, it is possible that genetic variants in the \(\beta_{2}\)-adrenergic receptor pathway result in a beneficial therapeutic effect yet interact with other variants in the glucocorticoid pathway. The resulting gene–gene interactions could magnify, attenuate, or neutralize clinical responses during LABA and ICS combination therapy. The variability in allele frequencies between different racial or recently admixed ethnic groups also has the potential to alter these gene–gene interactions and therapeutic responsiveness.\textsuperscript{68}

Fourth, pharmacogenetic profiles of the future should also contain loci shown to alter drug metabolism or pharmacokinetic parameters and impact bioavailability. These pharmacogenetic biomarkers would be important for drug dosing in an individual asthmatic and be predictive of the optimal dose of a pharmacologic therapy to achieve maximum beneficial effects at a minimal risk for toxicity from supratherapeutic dosing. Preliminary studies have identified \textit{CYP3A4} and \textit{SLCO2B1} as loci that may alter drug pharmacokinetics to influence responsiveness to ICS and montelukast.\textsuperscript{23,33} These findings require replication but illustrate the potential for pharmacokinetic loci as biomarkers for therapeutic responsiveness to different pharmacologic therapies in asthma.

Fifth, the ideal pharmacogenetic profile should account for the appropriate response phenotypes in the appropriate subgroup of patients. For instance, severe asthma exacerbations requiring hospitalization (a primary outcome for the safety study\textsuperscript{41,44} mandated by the US Food and Drug Administration) might be a more accurate surrogate outcome for rare, life-threatening adverse responses to LABA therapy compared with more common phenotypes, such as lung function responsiveness. In addition, a subgroup of more severe asthmatics with a history of frequent asthma-related health care utilization might be a more appropriate cohort to evaluate LABA safety, but these patients are excluded from most clinical trials.\textsuperscript{5,44,46} Similarly, a pharmacogenetic study limited to the responder subgroup from a clinical trial cohort treated with montelukast resulted in a panel of four genetic variants within the cysteinyl leukotriene receptor pathway which accounted for a greater proportion of the variability in therapeutic responsiveness compared with a combined analysis with nonresponders.\textsuperscript{82} Identification of an appropriate subgroup of responders has been critical to the development of novel biologic drugs and will be important to consider for all classes of asthma therapies in future pharmacogenetic studies and the development of genetic profiles.\textsuperscript{66,67}

**Conclusion**

Personalized medicine places the individual at the center of health care through individual characteristics such as genetic predictive biomarkers.\textsuperscript{6} Panels of genes and other biomarkers are being developed to individualize treatment for asthmatics, particularly when using expensive biologic drugs in those with severe disease unresponsive to a combination of different pharmacologic therapies. Genetic profiles in this setting would be based on pharmacogenetic biomarkers that would tailor treatment strategies based on the predominant molecular pathways for an individual asthmatic who could then be treated with a specific pharmacologic therapy or combination of therapies.\textsuperscript{6} The benefit of this personalized, tailored approach is most evident in the development of expensive biologic drugs, where a pathway-directed genetic profile could minimize unnecessary or prolonged exposure to these expensive therapies in those less likely to be responsive.

Therapeutic responsiveness to more commonly used therapies is likely determined by multiple gene variants. Thus, genetic profiles based on pharmacogenetic loci identified to date would still have a low accuracy in predicting individual responsiveness to a specific therapy. Pharmacogenetic approaches are rapidly expanding and it is possible that current discoveries in combination with additional variants identified in future studies will form the basis of genetic profiles for personalized, tailored approaches to more commonly used therapies.

Pharmacogenetic approaches have already become useful in other pulmonary diseases to identify individuals most likely to respond to costly biologic therapies. In cystic fibrosis, a rare, functional genetic variant in the gene encoding the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (\textit{CFTR}),
Gly551Asp, identified a subgroup of patients who experienced substantial benefits from ivacaftor, a pharmacologic agent targeting the resulting channel gating abnormality.11 Recently, a Phase III clinical trial showed that those with eight additional rare CFTR coding variants also experienced beneficial effects in response to ivacaftor. It is possible that variants in candidate genes such as IL4RA could also serve as biomarkers for biologic drugs currently under development, such as dupilumab.66,67

Future advances in pharmacogenetics research will depend on a continued collaborative effort in order to recruit and analyze larger, comprehensively characterized asthma populations from different racial and ethnic groups representative of different ancestral backgrounds. In addition, DNA should be aggressively collected in all drug trial cohorts and made available for pharmacogenetic studies. In time, the costs of high-throughput genotyping and DNA sequencing will continue to decrease, while the expanding volume of genetic data will be deciphered by different analytic methods that take into account genetic ancestry, gene–gene interactions, and rare variant effects. An integrated approach will be critical for the development of genetic profiles based on the complex molecular mechanisms underlying treatment responses to eventually deliver truly precise and personalized medicine to an individual asthmatic.
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